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Shaping the Future
Institute of Water Annual Conference 2018
Hunter Fairley and Stacey Bartlett from RPS Water share their experiences from
attending their first annual conference…
Hunter’s first conference experience began at the Institute of Water’s AGM. It was a great
insight to the inner workings of the Institute and it was good to put faces to names. The Meet the
Leaders event followed and started with a “panel show” like format, the crowd then asked
several questions to two sets of industry leaders. Afterwards we all went downstairs and sat in a
much more personal format with two of the leaders and even played some snakes and ladders.
This is a highly recommended event as it gets everyone on the same level and allows for some
great discussions.
Stacey joined Hunter later at the Saint Gobain Evening at the Oran Mor in Glasgow’s West End.
The evening had a fantastic Scottish theme which included a ceilidh, mini highland games and a
quiz. The entertainment helped to create a light hearted and fun atmosphere in which we could
socialise and get to know the other delegates. It was a nice way to ease into the conference and
begin networking before the coming days events.

Saint Gobain Evening attendees enjoy
dancing and Highland Games

Day 1 of the conference was set to cover a range of topics starting with ‘Embracing the Circular
Economy’ in which there were some keynote speakers followed by a Q&A session with the
panel. There was then a debate focusing on the motion ‘Delivering for customers will require
companies to be ambitious and innovative’. In our opinion this lively debate was the highlight of
the day as it provoked a lot of discussion between ourselves and other delegates. The day was
then finished off with the topic of ‘Water and the Environment’ in which we got to experience our
first TED talk. Having all of these topics presented in a variety of ways helped to make the first
day of the conference an engaging and interesting experience. The addition of the conference
app was also an innovative way for the audience to get involved in discussions, very in keeping
with the theme of the conference.
After the conference was finished for the day we were delighted to be attending the President’s
Dinner at the Glasgow City Chambers. It was a formal event in an iconic setting where we were
able to celebrate the achievements of our water sector peers. It also provided an opportunity to
meet some of our colleagues that are based in other locations.

Gillian Docherty, CEO of Data Lab,
delivers her TED Talk

Scottish Area Innovation Award
Finalists accept their award

Delegates including Joshua
Graver, Anglian Water, cast their
vote…

Day 2 of the conference was focused on the aspects of the future and included a seconded
debate “The current set up of the UK Water Industry delivers for consumers – now and in the
future.” This was a more heated debate than that of the first day and saw both parties having a
more uncompromising approach to their rebuttals. The debate was once again interesting and
with some very thought provoking questions keeping the panel on their toes it finished up to be
a great debate. The talks for the day carried on with the future theme with an extremely
interesting presentation from Ananth Krishnan named “A Digital Future”. This presentation
explained the concept of 4.0 businesses, companies such as amazon that were moving
towards this business model and who would become these “Masters of Business”. Our highlight
of day two was a TED Talk style presentation by Gillian Docherty on some of the technology
that we are likely to see in the near future. It is an odd experience to see technology that you
would consider to be in the realms of science fiction, and then be told that it is in development
right now.
The overarching highlights of the conference included the overall setup of the event and varied
delivery of the topics. The event was very interactive and engaging due to the variety of
presentations and discussions. The event was easy to navigate and there was always time for
reflection and discussion with other delegates between the topics. Overall the conference had a
fantastic environment that promoted ideas and discussion on topics that might not be
considered in our daily working role. We left the conference feeling motivated and intrigued as
to how we could help shape the future of the Water Industry.

Douglas Millican, National President
of IWater and CEO of Scottish Water,
introduces the next speaker…

A Digital Future

Roseanna Cunningham MSP
opens the Conference

Institute of Water National Conference
Circular Economy
Scottish Area Rising Star, Lisa McKenzie (Strategy Manager, Veolia), shares her
experience of hosting one of the sessions during the National Conference…
As part of the rising star programme I was given the chance to co-host the circular economy
sessions with Belinda Oldfield and Rob Mustard of Scottish Water at the annual conference.
It was a little nerve-wracking heading backstage to meet the leaders and get 'mic'd up', but it
was clear the leaders had been through all this before, and as they chatted away effortlessly my
nerves receded.
The first speaker was Phil Berry, ex Sustainability Director for Nike and now an international
advisor and speaker on the subject. He introduced the topic from an industry-wide perspective,
touching on his experiences at Nike and their journey towards manufacturing sustainable
trainers. He emphasised that innovation is best from source, so if the water industry needs
circular thinking, then those of us within it need to make it happen.
Next to speak was Dr. Mark Fletcher from Arup (in fact, he's the first ever Arup Fellow from a
water background), who talked about the importance of integrating water systems into cities in a
circular way. He showed how the very definition of an integrated water system is evolving, from
supply, drainage and waterways protection to a system that harnesses energy and creates
loops that enhance natural capital.
The final speaker was Bob Stear, Head of Innovation at Severn Trent, who talked about
customer engagement in the water industry and whether consumers really care about what we
do or not. He told a memorable story about arriving in Singapore and asking a taxi driver about
his thoughts on their water company. The taxi driver was able to recount amazing detail on the
performance of their water network, citing leakage control percentages and a confidence in the
bosses. Bob's experiences in the UK showed we've got some way to go on engagement!
I think the whole morning showed that there are changes we can make at all levels within the
industry to push circular economy thinking, it inspired lots of different coffee-break
conversations and I don't think it'll be disappearing from conference agendas any time soon!

Rising Star, Lisa, in her role
as host…

Saint Gobain Evening

Michelle Calder looks back on the much loved social event during the Annual
Conference…
Sponsored by Saint Gobain Pam, the Saint Gobain Evening is an event that anyone familiar
with the Institute’s Annual conference looks forward to each year. In keeping with tradition,
guests were only told the location of the event and had no idea of the theme or content of the
evening, though in a change to previous years the evening was held on the night before Day 1
of the conference, Wednesday 20th June.
This year’s venue was the magnificent Oran Mor in Glasgow, the former Kelvinside Parish
Church which was converted into an arts and entertainment venue in 2004. The ceiling of the
auditorium showcases one of Scotland’s largest pieces of public art, a mural by Glaswegian
artist and writer Alasdair Gray.
A champagne reception greeted our 120 guests and our theme was revealed as all things
Scottish as they were asked to take their seats and name their clan (table!) before opening a
gift bag with (amongst other things) Irn Bru, Tunnocks Tea Cakes and Border Biscuits to take
home with them. Oran Mor’s fantastic chefs laid on a banquet of Scottish fayre including
haggis, neeps & tatties, fish & chips, stovies, mini scotch eggs, arran cheese pastries, beetroot
& bannocks, tablet ice cream and a whisky & marmalade pudding.

The entertainment for the evening kicked off with a Scottish themed quiz, hosted by our very
own James Sommerville. Tested on their expertise in Scottish music, engineering and
inventions, places of interest and general knowledge, there were a few guests left scratching
their heads and a few calls for easier questions. The worthy winners were Clan McAllsorts
and prizes of whisky miniatures were well received! It was then time to get our guests up on
their feet for some Highland Games. Tables were asked to nominate their “biggest tosser” for
a miniature caber toss, then tartan scarves became blindfolds for a game of “Pin the Tail on
the Highland Coo”. Competitive spirit reigned and the same table won both games, earning
them two whisky miniatures each.
Our evening was rounded off by Callanish, our favourite band for events, who taught the
crowd to Ceilidh dance and kept the dance floor full all night. A chorus of “Loch Lomond” and
“500 miles” ended the night and all agreed it was a roaring success, especially as a total of
£1680 was raised for WaterAid too.
The 62nd AGM of the Scottish Area was held on 18
February 2017 at the Radisson Blu Hotel in Glasgow. A
wine reception was held prior to business starting and 19
people attended.

SALVO Decision Support Tool - Scottish Water Case Study
Robyn Szymoszowskyj (Strategic Planner at Scottish Water) reflects on the Scottish
Area August Lunch Byte…
On 28th August 2018, Gus Tomison and Jo Hughes presented a Lunch Byte seminar on
SALVO Decision Support Tool and Time Based Interventions. Gus is a Strategic Planner in
Business Improvement Performance and Change and Jo is an Asset Planner for the Future
Service Planning Team, both currently work for Scottish Water. Gus and Jo have been working
on the SALVO Decision Support Tool and Time Based Interventions within Scottish Water and
are passionate about this approach and sharing both information and experiences throughout
the industry.
Why?
The Presentation began by introducing the Strategic Asset Lifecycle Value Optimisation
(SALVO) tool and why it is used in Scottish Water. The SALVO Decision Support Tool (DST) is
used to create Time Based Interventions that fit into an overall Asset Management Strategy,
which is a subset of Asset Lifecycle Planning approach. SALVO will give us a consistent and
concise approach which will allow us Scottish Water to invest in our assets at the optimum time.
What?
SALVO is a decision support tool (DST) that takes several factors into account (asset failure
patterns, maintenance/refurb costs, costs of asset failure & statutory obligations) and creates
an optimum intervention frequency based upon the lowest annualised cost/risk to Scottish
Water. The SALVO tool was developed by Leading Asset Management Practitioners and is
recognised globally.
TBI?
A TBI (Time Based Intervention) is the output created after inputting all data sets and
supporting information into SALVO. Multiple TBIs will be generated to create an Asset Master
Plan, which when used together will form part of an optimised Asset Lifecycle Plan. A TBI is part
of the whole life cost plan for our assets, which will allow us to achieve best value within a
TOTEX environment.
Case Study – Screw Pumps
A DST output was developed by analysing the costs (both direct and indirect) and risks
associated with screw pumps. They make an excellent case study because they were
installed in 1989 have been run to failure. These screw pumps enable a representative
DST for large unscreened screw pumps which can be applied to all similar assets. With
additional work the TBI can be refined to cover all screw pump types and installations in
Scottish Water. The current vs DST optimum intervention output is shown below:
The bottom bearing is the most common cause of major screw pump failures, when it fails
the screw eventually comes into contact with the screed, damaging the screw, screed and
the top bearing. This DST focuses on the bottom bearing, as maintaining these will extend
the life of the other components.

Reactive strategy

Refurbishment

Optimum strategy (SALVO Output)
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Intervention
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RTF (8.2 yrs)

6

77%

Adapting the output of the DST for bottom bearing interventions can provide a 77% saving.
The overall aim of the presentation was to share knowledge and practices currently being
explored and adapted within Scottish Water to the wider business and industry. Both Gus
and Jo are very passionate on the topic, welcoming a future discussion and questions.

Sustainable Land Management Lunch Byte
Flora Duff, Scottish Water, reflects on the Scottish Area September Lunch Byte…
The Lunch Byte discussion, led by Dr Fraser Leith, provided insight to the vital work being
carried out by the Sustainable Land Management (SLM) team in Scottish Water. From
catchment investigations to planning and collaborative research, the team is protecting and
improving water quality.
Catchment scale analysis is a key tool for assessing water quality and identifying sites at risk
from a number of water quality pressures. For example, long term trends in 7 core parameters
(colour, iron, manganese, total carbon, turbidity, coliforms, pH) have been assessed from
2013-2017. The analysis highlights that in many areas across Scotland water quality is
deteriorating, with colour concentrations increasing in many sources. The cause of increasing
colour trends in many places is related to the current state of Scotland’s peat soils. Many
peatlands are in a degraded state due to land management activities, atmospheric deposition
and artificial drainage. Dissolved organic carbon and colour is entering into water sources as a
result.
To assesses areas of degrading peatland and the impact on water quality, a natural organic
matter (NOM) catchment risk assessment was carried out, combining catchment data (land
cover and soils data) with water quality data to create a NOM Risk Index. This highlighted that
the highest priority is within the north and west of Scotland, and sites, where applicable, will be
explored further for peatland restoration. Sandy Loch in Shetland is a key example of a
successful peatland restoration carried out by Scottish Water.

A similar risk assessment was carried out for algae to assess taste & odour risk across
Scotland. The catchment risk (land use & runoff risk) was combined with a public health risk,
water quality data and customer contacts to create an Algae Risk Index. This tool is being
used to inform sampling requirements for the two main taste & odour compounds (geosmin & 2MIB) across Scotland.
The catchment based assessments discussed highlight a shift within the SLM team, and within
the wider UK water industry, to more detailed catchment analysis/research to ensure that
decision making is evidence-based. This type of analysis can then inform land management
and wider business decision making in drinking water supply catchments.

Look out for details of our next Lunch Byte sessions!
Remember, attendance at Lunch Bytes contributes towards your CPD!

The Latin American & Caribbean Young Water Professionals
Conference (LACYWPC) in Querétaro, Mexico
At the beginning of October, the Institute of Water announced the three Young
Water Professionals (YWPs) that had been selected to represent the UK at an
international conference that will take place in Mexico this November. Ross
McCorrisken, a Scottish Area member, was one of the deserving winners of this
sponsorship. We caught up with Ross before his departure to find out more…
Hi Ross! Congratulations! Can you tell our readers a
little bit about your role in Scottish Water?
I am currently a wastewater asset planner at Scottish
Water and my role is to assess and manage service risk
and promote investment to ensure that the named assets
which I am responsible for protect and enhance the
environment and enable sustainable growth.
Sounds like a very interesting role. What made you
decide to apply for the sponsorship?
I applied for the conference as I am looking to expand my
understanding of the global water industry and expand my
network of contacts internationally. Furthermore the
opportunity to travel to an area of the world to witness firsthand the challenges and opportunities faced by the Latin
American and Caribbean water sector is a once in a
lifetime opportunity.

It sounds like a great opportunity. Can you
tell us a little bit more about the conference
itself?

I’m sure our readers would be keen to
know what was involved in the application
process?

The conference is the 1st Latin American and
Caribbean
Young
Water
Professionals
Conference, and will take place in Queretaro,
México from the 5-9 November 2018. The
theme is Water challenges and opportunities in
Latin America. The conference will consist of
plenary sessions, exhibitions and cultural and
technical visits. The aim is to encourage
delegates to embrace challenges facing the
sector.

The application process involved completing
an application form detailing my motivation for
applying for a place at the conference and
how I would share the experience and involve
colleagues who were not able to attend the
conference. Following the applications I was
invited to participate in a Skype interview with
a panel from the IW and the IWA.

Can you tell us what you are most looking
forward to?
I am most looking forward to the networking
opportunities that the conference will provide
to increase my understanding of the water
industry from a global perspective. A number
of the themes tabled for the conference are
relevant to my current role and I look forward
to sharing my knowledge and that of my fellow
attendees from the Latin American area.

We hope you enjoy your time at the
conference and we look forward to
hearing all about it on your return to the
UK!
It is a privilege to be selected and I would
like to thank the Institute of Water and
Scottish Water for their support. I look
forward to sharing the insights and
experiences of the trip with fellow members
of the Institute of Water upon my return.

Congratulations goes to… Vivienne Dell!
This year the Institute of Water introduced a new award to recognise
outstanding Area committee members on a National scale. We are delighted
to announce that Vivienne Dell, has been awarded the Scottish Area
Committee Member of the Year.
Vivienne was nominated by her fellow committee members
which is a great reflection of the impact she has been
making. Her nomination said:
"There are a few committee members who do a really good
job but over the past year, Vivienne has been exceptional.
Often flying under the radar she is a committed and trusted
member of our committee.
She is a fantastic treasurer, ensuring our accounts and
business plans are accurate and completed. She has
developed an event spreadsheet for costing and recording
accounts which is very useful. She also volunteers to
organise events and be part of sub-teams. A real asset”.

We caught up with Vivienne to discuss her
Award…
Hi Vivienne! What is your role in the Institute
of Water?

Has your involvement helped your career
at Scottish Water?

Scottish Area Honorary Treasurer.

Yes definitely, being part of the committee
means you are working closely with people at
all levels both in Scottish Water and in the
supply chain to deliver high quality events for
members. It has helped me develop my
confidence and given me insight how
committees or teams can work well together, I
am very grateful to the rest of the committee
and it is great to have this network. As
Treasurer I have developed my budgeting and
financial skills which have been invaluable in
roles I have taken on in Scottish Water
since. Just being a member of the Institute of
Water has also given me access to a wide
range of high quality events from Lunch Bytes
(lunchtime webexs on a wide range of topic),
Hydro
Nation
events
and
National
Conferences which continually develops my
insight into the Water Industry both internally
and across the UK.

Can you tell us how you got involved with
the Institute?
Paul Maxwell asked me if I would be interested
in joining the committee and taking on a role
when he was Scottish Area President and I
thought it would be good for my continual
professional development, allow me to get more
involved in the Institute and give me more
networking opportunities. It has done all this
and more!
And thanks to Paul for the
opportunity.
Can anyone get involved?
Yes, anyone can become a member of the
Institute and I would highly recommend
this. Some events are open to Non-Members
too so check out the Institute of Water website
for the latest events and keep an eye out on
Yammer where we advertise these.

On behalf of the Scottish Area Committee,
we thank you for all of your hard work and
enthusiasm!

Fergus Alexander Picken

Congratulations to Scottish Area Committee
Member Rachael Picken on the birth of her
beautiful baby boy!
Fergus arrived on Saturday 1st September at
20.45 weighing 8 pounds 3oz and big brother
Arthur is slowly getting used to him now…

Scottish Area Members’ Day
On Saturday 6th October, the Scottish Area held their annual Members’ Day welcoming
family and friends to join us for a fun filled day out.
This year, our Area Vice President Mark Wilson organised a fantastic day visiting Discovery
Point in Dundee where we explored the home of the world famous Antarctic research vessel
RRS Discovery. This award-winning visitor attraction tells the story of the Discovery, from her
beginnings in Dundee to her amazing Antarctic expedition and her voyages thereafter. We
followed in the footsteps of Captain Scott and his heroic team before enjoying lunch ahead of
spending the afternoon visiting the newly opened V&A Museum. This is Scotland's first design
museum which opened to the public on the 15th September.
Thanks to everyone involved in organising another successful event!

Scottish Area Members along with their family and friends pose for a
photograph at Discovery Point

Hydro Nation Leadership Series
Hazel Gibbens, of Future X Innovation, provides an overview and update on the programme
so far…
The Hydro Nation Leadership series is a 12 month mentoring and leadership development
programme made up of five day-long events from February 2018 to February 2019. There are
39 participants on the programme, all of whom are emerging or existing leaders from various
sectors in the water industry.
Three of these events have already taken place in Edinburgh and Glasgow, taking participants
on an individual and collective leadership development journey covering content from self
awareness to impact to leading transformation. The aim is that, through this learning, the
leaders will influence long-term change within their organisations and the water industry as a
whole.
The sessions in the Hydro Nations Leadership Series have been uniquely designed to
accommodate a variety of learning methods in order to maximise the engagement of the
participants and the impact of the overall experience. These different elements include personal
reflection, group work, frameworks, case studies, group input and group discussions and
inspirational speakers.

An engaged group of participants during one of the sessions in Glasgow
The majority of the participants are from Scottish Water, however there is representation from
other companies such as Veolia, Panton McLeod, Waterscan, RPS, Welsh Water, Northern
Ireland Water and Water UK. Delegates have travelled from the South of England, Northern
Ireland and Wales to be part of the series.

The remaining two days of the programme will take place in November 2018 and February
2019. These days will focus heavily on contextual awareness and leading transformation,
giving the participants the tools and inspiration they need to instigate change in their own
companies. After the conclusion of the programme, a pack of learning material and resources
from the programme will be available to delegates to refer back to as they move forward in
their work.
Future programmes:
Building on the success of this year's programme, there is potential for a version of the Hydro
Nations Leadership Series to continue once this programme finishes. Anyone interested in
participating
in
future
programmes
can
register
their
interest
at:
https://futurex.typeform.com/to/rDzyBg

Zoi Kantounatou, Co-founder of FutureX, said:
“Scotland has the potential to lead innovation and change across every sector. It’s been great
to partner with the Institute of Water to create this leadership series. We’ve been sharing tools
to support the transformation of these industries in a positive, sustainable way - it’s exciting to
see what this work will lead to”.

Participants were asked to pose the question: “What if…?” in the context of
the water industry…

Annual Fishing Competition
Once again, the Scottish Area Annual Fishing Competition was fully booked as soon as the
details were released. Kathy Auld shares a summary of the much loved trip…
Sponsored by Ecotec and WGM Engineering, two boats left from Oban to Loch Etive at 9am on
25th August. As a popular event the boats were at capacity as 22 members and family embarked
on a day of relaxation and banter. Robbie Vennard kindly donated the French Brandy for the
Tight Line toast before we set off.

“Tight Lines”
Luckily the day was free of rain, although a bit cold at times. That didn’t stop everyone from
enjoying the day and we all returned to the pier happy.
After scores were altered according to the rules (no crabs or anemones – nice try!) there was a
change in the title as Scott McCrae emerged as the winner with Heaviest Catch going to Andy
Spiers 4 3/4lb Spurdog. Alan Dick donated a bottle of whisky for the Heaviest Catch.
This year there was competition for junior winner, which went to Ross Chambers. The winning
boat was the Laura Down with 11 more fish caught, but the crew of the Creagallan agreed they
were there only for the BANTER!

From left to right, Baljitt Mann of
Ecotec, Winner Scott McCrae and
Willie Mackay of WGM

Junior Ross Chambers collects
his award

Baljit Mann of Ecotec and Willie Mackay of WGM provided lunch, refreshments and goodie
bags to all. Thanks goes to Ecotec and WGM for their continued support of sponsorship and of
IWater. As always thanks to Jack MacGregor and Ronnie Campbell, skippers of the MV
Creagallan and Laura Dawn.
Another great day was topped off by a slap up meal in Oban for those staying over. For those
camping it was a rainy night and Sunday morning. Give it another go Caroline!
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Meet your Scottish Area Committee…
Mark McEwen – Area President
Mark.McEwen@scottishwater.co.uk

Jim Panton – Area Past President
jwpanton@pantonmcleod.co.uk

Belinda Oldfield – Area Chair
Belinda.Oldfield@scottishwater.co.uk

Rob Bradley – Area Vice Chair
rob.bradley@rpsgroup.com

Vivienne Dell – Area Treasurer
Vivienne.dell@scottishwater.co.uk

Jennifer Lawson – Area
Secretary
jennifer.lawson@veolia.com

Mark Wilson – Area Vice President
marka.wilson@veolia.com
James Sommerville – Area
Forum Representative
james.sommerville@wgmengine
ering.co.uk
Kirstin Watt – Publicity Co-ordinator
kirstin.watt@scottishwater.co.uk

Committee Members – Kathy Auld, Claire Chapman, Richard Anderson, Kevin Seabeck, Scott Kerr,
Elise Cartmell, Kerry Relf, Lisa McKenzie, Michelle Calder, Robyn Szymoszowskyj and Rachael
Picken.

We are always interested to hear what our members are involved in. If
you have any news or articles which you would like to share with the
Scottish Area, please send to kirstin.watt@scottishwater.co.uk (Publicity
Co-ordinator and Newsletter Editor). Thank you very much!

